Spike timing-based representations of sensory information depend on embedded dynamical frameworks within neural structures that establish the rules of local computation and interareal communication. Here, we investigated the dynamical properties of mouse olfactory bulb circuitry. Neurochemical activation or optogenetic stimulation of sensory afferents evoked persistent (minutes) gamma oscillations in the local field potential. These oscillations arose from slower, GABA(A) receptor-independent intracolumnar oscillators coupled by GABA(A)-ergic synapses into a faster, broadly coherent network oscillation.
Introduction
Gamma-band field potential oscillations reflect action potential timing constraints in assemblies of principal neurons. As such, they constitute side effects of timing-based neural codes, which are able to communicate statistically reliable information much more rapidly than rate-based codes and have clearer postsynaptic mechanisms of operation [1] [2] [3] . Gamma-band rhythmicity is generated within the earliest central circuits of the olfactory system, imposing temporal structure on rate-coded primary sensory inputs and regulating action potential timing in second-order principal neurons; disruption of these rhythms impairs olfactory performance [4] [5] [6] . In the mammalian olfactory bulb (OB), gamma oscillations are intrinsic, arising from reciprocal synaptic interactions between glutamatergic mitral and projecting tufted cells (MCs; principal neurons) and GABAergic granule cells (GCs) within the OB external plexiform layer (EPL) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These oscillations persist in vivo when cortical connections are severed [11] [12] [13] , and have been transiently evoked in OB slices in vitro 8, [14] [15] [16] . These data underlie current hypotheses that the OB, in addition to processing the information content of primary sensory inputs, also transforms the metric of this sensory information from a rate-coded basis among primary olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) into a sparser, spike timing-based representation at the output of the OB [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , thereby gaining the attendant advantages of this coding scheme 1 . Implicit in these theories of timing-based computation in the OB, critically, is the principle that gamma oscillations are substantially coherent across the entire olfactory bulb 20, 22, 23 . However, the capacity for such broad coherence is challenged by the heterogeneity in activation levels among mitral cells that encodes odor identity and other limitations of the dynamical systems presently proposed to underlie OB oscillations. By what mechanisms is the EPL network able to both maintain essential coding heterogeneity and underlie broadly coherent activity across the entire OB?
To elucidate these mechanisms, we developed an OB slice preparation that exhibited persistent (minutes) gamma oscillations in response to the optogenetic excitation of OSN arbors or transient pharmacological stimulation with mGluR agonists, and recorded local field potentials (LFPs) across 59 discrete electrodes using a 60-electrode planar multielectrode array (MEA). In contrast to existing interpretations 8, 24 , the blockade of GABA(A) receptors did not reduce oscillatory power in the gamma band; rather, GABA(A) blockade decoupled neighboring areas of the OB, reducing the spatial extent of LFP coherence, and modestly reduced the peak oscillation frequency. To map these findings onto in vivo conditions, we then performed intracellular recordings paired with optogenetic stimulation both in slices and in vivo to determine the intercolumnar connectivity afforded by the extensive lateral dendritic projections of MCs, and employed a biophysical computational model of the OB to illustrate how the results from these MEA experiments generalize to the intact OB in vivo. We conclude that OB columns (each comprising an individual glomerulus, the principal neurons innervating it, and the local interneurons affecting those principal neurons) are intrinsic oscillators that are coupled by their mutual synaptic interactions with GABA(A)ergic granule cells within the EPL. This synaptic coupling increases oscillation frequencies and enables intercolumnar coherence across space. Activation of the OB network (e.g., by odor stimulation) thereby can generate a selective and coherent assembly of activated principal neurons unconstrained by spatial proximity.
Results

Persistent gamma oscillations are generated by optical stimulation of sensory neuron arbors or application of mGluR agonists
Horizontal slices of mouse olfactory bulb were laid onto a 60-channel planar microelectrode array (MEA; Multichannel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany) and aligned with the aid of endogenous spiking activity measured from the large projection neurons of the mitral cell layer (MCL; Figure 1a ). No spiking activity was observed under these conditions from the glomerular layer or from layers deep to the MCL. Oscillations recorded from neighboring MEA electrodes (200 μm pitch) were independent, but often converged onto common stable gamma frequencies. All spectral analyses performed herein were based on 80-second windows that began once all of the spectral peaks from electrodes recording from a given slice had stabilized to consistent frequencies within a 10 Hz band (Figure 2a ; shaded regions of spectrograms). Both ChR2 stimulation and mGluR activation evoked strong spectral peaks in the gamma band compared to baseline activity (Figure 2b ). Histograms of the mean peak frequencies from all recordings confirmed a relatively narrow peak among ChR2-activated slices (n = 11 slices, 25 electrodes) and a broader set of peak frequencies in ACPD-activated slices (n = 11 slices, 52 electrodes; Figure 2c ).
Among ACPD-activated slices, 36 of 52 electrodes exhibited a single peak at a frequency that ranged from 30 to 55 Hz, whereas the remainder exhibited two peaks or broadband activation. Gamma-band power was significantly increased by both ChR2 activation (paired t-test; t(24) = 2.11; p < 0.05) and mGluR activation (t(51) = 4.44; p < 0.0001); this increase was observable in nearly all individual recordings ( Figure 2d) . Irrespective of the method used to generate oscillations, gamma power was largely restricted to the EPL (Figure 1f ).
Gamma oscillations form localized regions of coherence in slices
Gamma oscillations often were coherent across multiple electrodes. To quantify the spatial patterns of coherence across the EPL, we selected each active electrode (i.e., each electrode exhibiting gammaband activity) in turn and computed its coherence with all other active electrodes. For a given peak frequency, the electrode that had the greatest coherence magnitude with the largest number of neighboring electrodes was designated as the reference electrode for that coherence group. Pairwise coherence spectra then were calculated between each reference electrode and all other active electrodes from a given slice (Figure 3a-b) . Notably, single OB slices could simultaneously exhibit multiple discrete localized patches of coherent gamma oscillations at different frequencies (Figure 3c ). These results suggested that groups of neighboring OB columns were synchronized through synaptic interactions, with sharp discontinuities between local regions of coherence arising from the reduced density of lateral interactions produced by the slicing process -a phenomenon theoretically predicted by two-dimensional map-based models Figure   3e ). Coherence differences measured at distances above 400 μm should not be interpreted as meaningful in any event, because the low absolute coherence values at these distances (roughly, below 0.1) are reasonably likely to arise for spurious or artifactual reasons 26 . These localized regions of coherence in OB slices provide a uniquely rich system in which to study the construction and underlying mechanisms of spatial coherence in neuronal networks.
GABA(A) receptor blockade reduces the spatial coherence, not the power, of gamma oscillations
To test whether regional coherence arose from lateral inhibitory synaptic coupling, we bath-applied GABA(A) receptor antagonists and measured the resulting changes in gamma oscillatory power and regional coherence. Surprisingly, gamma-band oscillations persisted in the presence of saturating concentrations of GABA(A) receptor antagonists ( Figure 4a ) -a result superficially at odds with other reports indicating a strong sensitivity of OB gamma oscillations to GABA(A) receptor blockade 8, 24 . To explore this result, we computed the average power spectra of mGluR agonist-induced oscillations from 22 electrodes across 5 slices exposed to both control conditions and GABA(A) receptor blockade. Bath application of GABA(A) receptor antagonists did not significantly affect mGluR agonist-induced power in the gamma band, but did significantly reduce mean peak frequency (from 34 ± 2.15 Hz to 29 ± 1.19 Hz; paired t-test; t(21) = 3.27, p < 0.01; Figure 4b ). However, GABA(A) blockade significantly reduced the inter-electrode LFP coherence. Because the power in individual electrodes was not reduced, this reduction in coherence could be attributed to phase drift (decoupling) among electrode recordings.
Indeed, the extents of the coherent local regions observed under control conditions were reduced by GABA(A) blockade to less than the 200 μm array pitch (Figure 4c ).
Specifically, the true coherence between electrode pairs first was assessed by scrambling the pairings of reference electrodes with their corresponding peak frequencies. Pairwise coherence measurements then were made between each reference electrode and all other electrodes in the slice, producing a set of coherence magnitudes identical to those of the nonscrambled condition but no longer constrained with respect to distance. This scrambling process therefore disrupted coherence arising from correlated activity among neighbors while preserving spurious coherence arising from nonspecific activity. In the preceding experiments, to ensure that GABA(A) receptors were fully blocked, we applied the GABA(A) receptor antagonists BMI (50-500 μM) or gabazine (500 μM; data not shown) at multiple (occasionally extreme) concentrations, and sometimes preincubated slices in the antagonist to ensure that the antagonists could fully permeate the slice. However, it remained a possibility that the persistent oscillations were a result of incomplete GABA(A) receptor blockade. To rule this out, we bath-applied the GABA(B) antagonist phaclofen (100 μM), which induces the broad release of GABA in the OB We then similarly measured the spatial receptive fields of GCs, which receive excitation (EPSPs) from MC lateral dendrites, using the same optical stimulation protocol. Because MC lateral dendrites extend over a millimeter from the MC soma and support centrifugal action potential propagation, EPSPs in a GC could in principle arise from any MC without respect to proximity 30, 31 . However, in slices, the spatial receptive fields of GCs were relatively narrow (although somewhat broader than those of MCs), . Similar experiments using discrete spots of illumination (133 or 267 µm diameter) produced similar results, again demonstrating the localized excitation and broadly sourced inhibition of MCs (not shown).
As in the slice, focal illumination also reliably excited GCs, presumably via MC-GC synaptic activation (Figure 5e,f; black traces). However, whereas this excitatory receptive field was confined to ≈200 µm in vitro ( Figure 5c ), illumination at all distances measured from the recorded GC (as far as 500 µm) resulted in robust excitation in vivo (Figure 5f ). This indicates that lateral connections in the intact OB support long-distance lateral excitation of GCs, thus providing a potential substrate for coordinating activity across the OB.
Quantitative effects of lateral connectivity on coherence field
To support global coherence across the OB, the extensive, spiking lateral dendrites of intact MCs should interconnect and coordinate local columnar oscillators at all distances via the mechanisms elucidated in OB slice experiments, resulting in globally coherent activity among activated neurons across the OB 35 . To demonstrate this, we modified a biophysically realistic dynamical computational model of the OB network 36 such that cellular locations within the two-dimensional external plexiform layer were explicit, spike propagation delays were appropriate, and the density of reciprocal synaptic interactions was a declining function of physical distance within this layer (see Methods). To model the transected lateral dendrites of the slice preparation, connectivity with any given MC was restricted to GCs within a 250 μm radius of its soma (Figure 6a , circle). Global LFP responses to simulated odorant presentations then were measured by averaging and filtering MC membrane potential fluctuations across the entire layer, simulating recordings obtained by a single electrode sampling a large field 36 .
In the intact (in vivo) model, odorant presentation generated strong gamma oscillations ( Figure 6b , top panel) that were stable over time (middle panel) and exhibited a sharp spectral peak at 43 Hz (lower panel). In contrast, the slice model generated weak oscillations with negligible continuity and no clear peak (Figure 6c ), indicating that neuronal activity was no longer broadly coherent across the full network.
This condition replicates the difficulties observed in recording persistent OB gamma with low-impedance glass LFP electrodes 8, 24 . However, when field potentials were measured at individual electrode sites in the slice model, reflecting MEA recordings, strong oscillations were recorded, and regions of coherence similar to those found in slice recordings were observed. Reference electrodes were identified at three distinct locations and frequencies using the same methods described for slice recording analyses ( Figure   6d ). At each frequency (44, 35, 37 Hz), a local coherence region was observed across several electrodes adjacent to the reference electrode for that frequency, whereas more distant electrodes were not coherent with the reference electrode. When longer-distance connections were restored, regenerating the in vivo condition, the entire network oscillated at a single dominant frequency of 43 Hz. Pairwise coherence patterns then were calculated based on the same three reference electrodes defined in the slice simulation; all three analyses demonstrated that the entire network was strongly and uniformly coherent, without regard to the range of physical distances among columns (Figure 6e ). Broad and stable coherence therefore can be generated in large-scale mixed networks in which the excitatory population exhibits intrinsic oscillations 37 , but in which these local dynamics do not directly drive the network oscillation. This biophysical modeling result reflects the theoretical capacity of coupled-oscillator systems to synchronize extensive networks with heterogeneous coupling properties and relatively sparse small-world topologies 35, [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Discussion
Using multielectrode array recordings from OB slices in which we induced persistent gamma-band oscillatory activity with neurochemical or optical stimulation, we showed that the OB network comprises multiple independent columnar oscillators that, while individually GABA(A)-independent, are coupled together by GABA(A)-dependent synaptic interactions in the OB external plexiform layer. Comparing intracellular recordings from the OB in slices and in vivo, while using spatiotemporally patterned optical stimulation, we showed that, in the intact OB, MCs exert effects on GCs across essentially the entire OB via their extensive lateral dendrites, whereas GC effects on MCs were local, as has been theoretically proposed 21, 42 . In contrast, in OB slices, MC effects on GCs also were spatially limited, presumably because of the transection of most long-distance lateral dendritic connections. We then constructed a biophysically realistic computational model of the EPL network in order to test whether the elimination of these longer connections sufficed to decouple a fully coherent OB network into multiple regional oscillators, and, conversely, whether a model of OB slice activity replicating the data of Figure 3c would generate globally coherent gamma oscillations based solely on the addition of longer-distance connections between MCs and GCs. The simulations confirmed these hypotheses (Figure 6 ), demonstrating that the observed pattern of regionally coupled oscillators in MEA slice recordings is a predictable outcome of slice preparation from an in vivo network of this type that exhibits global coherence 28, 35, 43 .
The GABA(A) receptor-independent local oscillations observed (Figure 4b ) are likely to reflect the intrinsic subthreshold oscillations (STOs) of sister MCs within an MOB column 37, 44 , perhaps rendered locally coherent via intraglomerular gap junction coupling 14, 45, 46 . In the absence of the intercolumnar connectivity mediated by GABA(A)ergic synapses, these intracolumnar oscillators drift in phase with respect to one another, becoming incoherent as observed herein (Figure 4c ; see Results). In the presence of intercolumnar connectivity, however, MC STOs still contribute to the zero-phase global coherence that the OB appears to exhibit and which is critical to contemporary theories of spike timingbased computation 35 . It is established that coupled-oscillator dynamics are capable of globally synchronizing spatially extensive networks 47 , and that this global synchronization capacity can extend to networks with sparser, small-world coupling topologies, different coupling strengths and functions, and heterogeneous coupling delays 35, 40, 48, 49 . Briefly, in the OB, shunting inhibitory synaptic inputs reset the phase of MC STOs 37, [50] [51] [52] ; MCs receiving synchronous GABA(A)-ergic inhibition from GCs consequently will be reset to a common STO phase. The effects of excitatory (e.g., afferent) inputs to MCs, in contrast, are constrained by STO phase 37, 50 . Differences in sensory excitation levels among MCs consequently will shape the timing of MC spike initiation and propagation, with stronger afferent inputs yielding spike phase advances within the broader phase constraints imposed by STO dynamics (phase coding) 21, 36 . In this framework, ongoing network gamma oscillations depend on cycle-by-cycle STO resets by shunting inhibition, with newly-reset STOs constraining MC action potentials to a common phase window; these quasi-synchronized MC spikes then in turn evoke synchronous feedback inhibition from GCs, which again reset the STO phases of MCs within the activated ensemble 35 . The faster network gamma frequency exhibited when GABA(A)-ergic synapses are intact (Figure 4b ) arises from this interplay, with the frequency depending primarily on the speed of inhibitory synaptic feedback, governing the rate at which MC STOs are reset. When this inhibitory feedback loop is blocked (Figure 4b ), the local oscillations are reduced to the slower intrinsic frequencies of MC STOs, which are voltage-dependent but generally in the beta band 37 . The dynamics of these interactions have been explored in associated theoretical work 35 .
As our understanding of the biophysical mechanisms underlying computations in neural systems becomes more sophisticated, coherent activity within and between brain structures is increasingly implicated in normal brain function 1, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . To understand the mechanisms by which coherence patterns are managed and shifted according to environmental, state, or task parameters 54, 58 , and how they reflect underlying spike timing-based computations, will require the careful synthesis of diverse experimental investigations and theoretical analyses that incorporate the biophysical properties and limitations of neural circuits. 
Supplementary Methods
Mouse lines
For MEA recordings, we used male OMP-ChR2-EYFP (ORC-M) plasmid transgenic mice Pharmacology. Slices were chemically stimulated by pipetting 100 ul of mGluR agonist directly onto the slice in the recording well. Both the group I/II metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) agonist 1-amino-1,3-dicarboxycyclopentane (ACPD) and the group I mGluR agonist 3,5-dihydroxyphenylglycine (DHPG)
were able to evoke gamma oscillations 6 . Notably, these agonists diluted rapidly (assessed by dyepipetting studies; not shown), indicating that the oscillogenic effects of these agents long outlasted their presence in the bath. Both mGluR agonists yielded similar results and are combined in analyses except where specified. Delivery of plain aCSF by pipet evoked no physiological responses, indicating that temperature or mechanical perturbations were not responsible for the observed effects.
The GABA(A) receptor antagonists bicuculline methiodide (BMI) and gabazine, and the GABA(B)
receptor antagonist phaclofen, were generally bath-applied. However, when BMI was used to rescue gamma oscillations from suppression by phaclofen, BMI was delivered by pipette (1.0 ml) as described above. Gabazine blockade produced results similar to BMI blockade. All pharmacological agents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Additionally, while attempting to ensure that the failure of BMI application to block gamma oscillations was not due to the antagonist's inability to reach the recording sites on the underside of the slice, many slices were preincubated in BMI or gabazine prior to being placed in the recording chamber.
Preincubation in BMI (50-100 μM) or gabazine (500 μM) had no greater effect than normal bath application.
Optical stimulation. A light engine (Lumencor, Beaverton, OR, USA) coupled to a light guide was used to optically stimulate OB slices taken from OMP-ChR2-EYFP transgenic mice. Slices were stimulated with 4
Hz tetanic bursts of blue light (50% duty cycle; 15 mW/mm 2 at 475 nm) for 5 seconds.
Procedures for intracellular recordings in slices
OB slice preparation. Horizontal slices (300 μm) were prepared from the olfactory bulbs of 28-63 day old mice. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated, after which the calotte was lifted and the brain was gently removed. Slices were cut on a Microm HM650V slicer (Sigmann Elektronik, Hüffenhardt, Germany) in an ice-cold, oxygenated (95% O2, 5% CO2), low-calcium/high-magnesium aCSF solution containing (in mM) NaCl 125, KCl 2.5, NaHCO3 25, NaH2PO4 of light stimulus delivery, a light sensitive diode was connected to an LT1806 operational amplifier and positioned at the focal plane. The light onset delay following the TTL signal was measured using a custom-written algorithm in MATLAB.
Procedures for intracellular recordings in vivo
Surgery and intracellular recordings. In vivo recordings were performed as previously described . Oscillations across this full range are considered to reflect gamma within OB slices for functional reasons; in vivo, gamma oscillations are believed to be endogenous to the OB whereas functionally distinct beta-band oscillations in the OB require interactions with piriform cortex and would therefore not be observed in the isolated OB slice. To isolate persistent gamma oscillations induced in OB slices, we first thresholded raw spectrograms (i.e., prior to smoothing via the Hamming window) at two standard deviations above the mean gamma band power, where each pixel represented 1 second time and 1 Hz bandwidth. This stringent criterion typically left small gaps in the gamma trace between clusters of putative gamma activity. These clusters were bridged via 1 standard deviation pixels, after which sufficiently large clusters (>5 sec) were identified as possible gamma oscillations. These clusters then were used as a mask on raw spectrograms for pathfinding. Beginning and end points in time were manually selected on the spectrogram, and the path between these points then was automatically plotted along the highest power pixels within the mask.
Identified oscillations that exhibited a poststimulation shift in the peak power of the FFT and a stable peak frequency (<10 Hz variation for 80 sec; analysis window) were selected for analysis. When oscillatory frequencies are reported as X ± Y Hz, the uncertainty Y is the standard error of the mean.
Analyses of power spectra. The frequency of LFP gamma oscillations within a given recording was determined by the mean peak frequency across an 80 sec analysis window (Figure 2c ). To assess the effects of optical stimulation or pharmacological manipulations on the integrated gamma band power, we compared 80 sec analysis windows from before and after the manipulation. The gamma power (Pγ) was calculated between 20 and 55 Hz (Figure 2c ) by , where X(f) is the FFT of the 80 sec analysis window. Statistical significance was assessed using Student's t-test on the pre-and post-stimulus integrated gamma powers. Overlaid power spectra were computed with the same analysis windows using Welch's power spectral density estimate, after which the post-stimulus density (Ppost) at frequency f was normalized to the pre-stimulus density (Ppre):
yielding ∆P(f)%, which is the percentage change in power density generated by the experimental manipulation (Figure 2b ). The shaded areas of Figure 2b show the standard error of the mean of ∆P(f)%.
Analyses of coherence. Coherence (Cxy) between oscillations on two different electrodes was computed in the frequency domain via
where Pxx and Pyy are autocorrelations and Pxy is the cross-correlation between the two electrodes, each averaged over n 1-sec epochs (here, n = 80). Note that Cxy is a complex number from which a magnitude and phase can be derived. Coherence analyses were performed in slices that had at least four adjacent electrodes with detectable, stable gamma band oscillations persisting for at least 80 sec and a coherence magnitude (|Cxy|) of at least 0.15 between any one such electrode and at least three neighboring electrodes. The frequency with the highest coherence magnitude (Figure 3a ,b) was selected as the peak frequency for that coherence group (of electrodes). For a given peak frequency, the electrode that had the greatest coherence magnitude with the largest number of neighboring electrodes was designated as the reference electrode for that coherence group (not to be confused with the electrophysiological reference electrode, which was always MEA channel 15). Pairwise coherence spectra then were calculated between each reference electrode and all other active electrodes from a given slice, and used to produce quiver plots ( Figure 3c ) and to calculate the average coherence across the spatial extent of the OB circuit (Figure 3d ,e).
To assess the functional significance of coherence reductions observed under GABA(A) receptor antagonists, we first sought to distinguish 'true' coherence arising from the synaptic coupling of neighboring OB columns from 'spurious' coherence arising simply from increased levels of nonspecific neuronal activity 12 .
To do this, we estimated the baseline level of spurious coherence under each treatment condition by scrambling the pairings of reference electrodes with their corresponding peak frequencies. Pairwise coherence measurements then were made between each reference electrode and all other electrodes in the slice, producing a set of coherence magnitudes identical to those of the nonscrambled condition but no longer constrained with respect to distance. This scrambling process therefore disrupts coherence arising from correlated activity among neighbors while preserving spurious coherence arising from nonspecific activity. Subtracting this spurious coherence estimate from the total measured coherence provided a measure of the 'true' coherence arising from correlated activity between neighboring electrode recordings.
To compare the true coherence evoked under aCSF to that under BMI, we then estimated the true coherence between all pairs of electrodes under each condition by subtracting scrambled from unscrambled raw coherence. Two-factor ANOVA indicated that, when the slice was stimulated with mGluR agonists, drug treatment (BMI vs aCSF control), interelectrode distance, and their interaction all had highly significant effects on true pairwise coherence (treatment: F(1,471) = 33.616, p < 0.001; distance: F(4,471) = 34.934, p < 0.001; treatment*distance: F(4,471) = 6.699, p < 0.001). Simple main effects analysis further determined that the application of BMI significantly reduced interelectrode coherence at both 200 and 280 µm interelectrode distances (p < 0.001 in both cases; Figure 4c ). At the longer distances, at which there was no true interelectrode coherence under aCSF, BMI application had no effect (p > 0.10 in all cases). No significant coherence was observed in the absence of mGluR activation under any circumstances.
Computational modeling
Model. A biophysically-based network model of the olfactory bulb was constructed from 64 mitral cells (MCs), 64 periglomerular cells (PGs) and 256 granule cells (GCs). All cellular and synaptic models were identical to those described previously 13 except as specifically described below. Briefly, all neurons were oligocompartmental with 4-7 distinct membrane conductances in each compartment; individual MCs exhibited intrinsic subthreshold membrane potential oscillations as has been experimentally reported [14] [15] [16] .
Model neurons were deployed within a two-dimensional 1000 μm х 1000 μm grid; neurons of each individual type (MC, PG, GC) were arranged in square arrays with equal separation in the horizontal and vertical directions ( Figure 6A ). In contrast to previous versions of this model 13 , the connection probability between MCs and GCs was distance-dependent according to P = 1.0 -0.0008d
where d is the distance in μm between their somata on the surface; i.e., connection probabilities declined linearly from 1.0 when adjacent to 0.2 at 1000 μm distance. To model the slice preparation, in which longer lateral projections are increasingly likely to be disrupted, connectivity with a given MC followed the same distance function but was restricted to GCs within a 250 μm radius of its soma (Figure 6a , circle). .
Steady
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